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Abstract
Processing interactions is one of the main challenges in hair animation. Indeed, in addition to the collisions with
the body, an extremely large number of contacts with high friction rates are permanently taking place between
individual hair strands. Simulating the latter is essential: without hair self-interactions, strands would cross each
other during motion or come to rest at the same location, yielding unrealistic behavior and a visible lack of hair
volume.
This chapter reviews the most recent advances to tackle the specific problems of hair collision detection and
response. The solutions presented here range from simple approximations that provide hair with a volumetric
behavior in real-time to dedicated algorithms for efficiently yet robustly detecting collisions between hair guides
and for generating a realistic response to hair interactions.
1. Introduction
Human hair is a composite, deformable material made of
more than 100 000 individual fibers called hair strands.
These thin tubular structures are elastic: after motion, they
tend to come back to a rest shape, which is related to their
individual natural curliness and to the set of external forces
applied to them. Global hair motion and even the shape hair
takes at rest highly depend on the nature of the multiple in-
teractions taking place between hair strands: collisions and
contacts between hair strands of different orientations cause
hair to occupy a pretty high volume, especially in the case
of irregular, curly or fuzzy hair. Due to this larger volume,
tangled or fuzzy hair in motion is much more subject to air
damping than smooth and disciplined hair.
The nature of interactions between hair strands is very
complex. This is largely due to the surface of individ-
ual hair strands, which is not smooth but composed of
tilted scales (see Figure 1). This irregular surface causes
anisotropic friction inside hair, with an amplitude that
strongly depends on the orientation of the scales and of the
direction of motion [Zvi86]. Moreover, hair is very triboelec-
tric, meaning it can easily release static charges by mere fric-
tion. This phenomenon, which has been measured in the case
of combed hair, most probably impacts the hair-hair friction
rates.
Because of the extremely large number of strands that
compose a full head of hair, processing hair interactions is
Figure 1: An electron micrograph of a hair fiber that shows
the structure of the outer cuticle surface, which is composed
of thin overlapping scales [Rob94].
known as one of the main challenges in hair animation. Un-
til the late nineties, most hair animation methods tackled
hair collisions with the body, but were not processing self-
interactions at all. This often resulted into an obvious lack of
hair volume. The first methods that detected interactions be-
tween hair wisps spent more than 80% of the simulation time
in this process. More recently, several interesting solutions
that make hair interactions much more practical were de-
veloped: some of them mimic the effect of hair interactions
globally, using a structure that stores the volumetric density
of hair. Others achieve more accurate results by developing
efficient algorithms for detecting collisions between hair-
wisps and by setting up realistic models for response and
friction forces.
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This chapter presents those of these recent advances in
which the authors participated: Section 2 briefly reviews the
two main approaches for animating hair, namely modeling
hair as a continuum or as a set of individual hair wisps.
The associated methods for processing hair interactions with
the body are presented and the issues raised by hair self-
interactions are introduced. Section 3 presents a practical
real-time solution, applicable in any hair animation system,
which gives hair a volumetric behavior without requiring to
detect individual interactions between the animated guide-
strands. We then focus on more accurate methods, applicable
for generating high quality animation of long hair: Section 4
reviews some recent methods for efficiently, yet robustly de-
tecting the interactions between guide-strands. Section 5 dis-
cusses the anisotropic models that were set up to model re-
sponse to these interactions. In particular, we describe a vali-
dated model for friction forces. In conclusion, we emphasize
the steps forwards made in the last few years, but also the is-
sues that were not tackled yet, showing that improving the
efficiency and visual realism of hair animation is going to
remain a hot research topic for a while.
2. Hair animation and interaction processing
2.1. Continuous versus wisp-based hair models
Hair animation was made practical in the early
nineties [RCT91] by the idea of animating only a sub-
set of the hair strands (typically one or two hundreds),
which we will call here the guide-strands. This is made
possible by the local spatial coherence of hair motion.
Once the guide-strands have been animated (using for
instance spring and masses, projective dynamics or chains
of articulated rigid bodies), their position is used to generate
the remaining hair strands at the rendering stage.
More precisely, two main families of approaches were
developed for modeling hair: The first ones, more appro-
priate for smooth, fluid hair, consider hair as a contin-
uum [AUK92, DTKT93, HMT01, CJY02, BCN03] and thus
use interpolation between the animated guide-strands for
generating a full head of hair. The second ones, which
achieve their best results for wavy of curly hair, model hair
as a set of disjoint wisps [CSDI99, KN00, PCP01, KH01,
BKCN03, WL03, CCK05]. The animated guide-strands are
assimilated to wisp skeletons and extrapolation is used for
generating extra hair-strands within each wisp. Recently,
Bertails [BAC∗06] bridged the gap between the two kinds
of approaches by allowing the guide-strands to be used both
for interpolation or approximation depending on the type of
hair and on the current distance between neighboring guide-
strands. This model captures hair that looks like a continuum
near the head while well identified wisps can be observed at
the tip.
In the remainder of this chapter, we will discuss hair in-
teractions independently of the hair model used among the
approaches above: hair will be considered as a set of individ-
ual hair guides, each of them more or less explicitly model-
ing a volume of hair around it. Interactions will be detected
and treated based on the position and motion of these guide-
strands.
2.2. Processing hair interactions with the body
The first step towards processing hair interactions is to ad-
equately model hair collisions and contacts with obstacles,
starting with the body of the animated character. Since hair
is animated using guide-strands, the latter and the wisp vol-
umes around them (if any) should be prevented from pene-
trating inside the body. The latter is often approximated us-
ing sets of ellipsoids or stored in a spatial partitioning grid
to accelerate this detection. Since hair is a very soft material,
modeling a one way response is sufficient: the body can be
considered as infinitely rigid and heavy compared with hair,
so the collision has no effect on the subsequent body shape
and motion. Moreover, hair is a very soft and light material:
it does not bounce after collision, but rather experiment a
strong static friction with the parts of the body it is in contact
with. Collision response can thus be treated using methods
set up for other very light material, such as clothing: when
a penetration is detected, the guide-strand or the associated
wisp volume is re-positioned as to be in resting contact with
the body. The guide-strand is either given the velocity of this
body part, or a static friction force is set up between them.
The remainder of the chapter focuses on the part of in-
teraction processing most specific to hair and much more
difficult to handle than collisions with obstacles: we are now
addressing the challenging problem of self-interactions.
2.3. The issues raised by hair self-interactions
The interactions that occur between hair-strands are very dif-
ficult to simulate, For the following reasons:
Firstly, in real hair, the friction between neighboring
strands of similar orientation plays an important part: it dis-
sipates some kinetic energy and damps the overall motion.
This phenomenon cannot be simulated properly in virtual
hair, where only a few guide-hair distributed on the scalp
are animated. The only way to capture this part of self-
interaction is to add some internal damping - which should
depend on the type of hair and is quite difficult to tune - on
the individual motion of a guide strand.
Secondly, strands are very thin, so standard collision de-
tection methods based on penetration cannot be used: strands
or even small wisps of hair of different orientations might
cross each other between two simulations steps and go to
rest in the wrong positions, this interaction remaining un-
noticed.
Lastly, once a collision between hair guides or hair wisps
of different orientation have been detected, the response
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model should account for the complex state of surface of
a hair strand: the tilted scales that cover a strand result in
strongly anisotropic static friction. Moreover, these friction
forces are dominant: due to the lightness on a hair strand, the
colliding strands will most probably remain in contact. One
of the challenges of hair self-interactions it thus to define
a response model that prevents strands from crossing each
other while avoiding to generate any bouncing. The latter,
often noticeable in hair animation systems, gives an overall
unstable behavior to the full hair, due to the extremely large
number of local collisions that occur at each time step, even
when hair is at rest.
Historically, the continuous and wisp-based approaches
have tackled hair self-interactions in dramatically different
ways:
- Volumetric interactions: Continuum approaches such as
Hadap’s and Bando’s methods relied on fluid-like inter-
nal viscosity to model hair friction and to prevent self-
intersections is a rather global way [HMT01,BCN03]: no
collision is detected between individual hair strands, but
the latter interact (as fluid particles would do), depending
on the local hair density and on the relative hair motion
around them.
- Guide-strands interactions: In contrast, processing hair
self-collision in discontinuous, wisp-based approaches
has been done through the actual detection of penetration
between moving hair wisps [PCP01]. This allows a more
accurate modeling of the discontinuities that can be ob-
served during fast motion of long, human hair: in these
approaches, wisps of hair defined around a guide-strand
are prevented from crossing each other and two wisps of
different orientations can be in resting contact.
We believe that the general approach chosen for handling
hair interactions can be chosen quite independently from the
hair model, would it be a continuum model, an disjoint set
of hair wisps, or something inbetween.
The remainder of this chapter presents the specific solu-
tion the authors have developed for tackling the problem of
hair interactions. This chapter is not aimed as providing a
state of the art in the area: the interested reader can find a
recent survey on hair animation and rendering techniques
in [WFK∗06]. The volumetric method for hair interactions
presented in Section 3 belongs to the volumetric interactions
approach: it provides a real-time alternative to fluid-like in-
teractions when a coarser approximation is sufficient. Meth-
ods for improving the efficiency of collision detection and
the realism of collision response in the interacting guide-
strands approach are detailed in Sections 4 and 5.
3. A volumetric approach for real-time self-interactions
The work presented in this section was first introduced
in [BMC05], as a side application of a method for handling
hair self-shadowing in real-time. We detail here the applica-
tion of this approach to hair self-interactions.
3.1. A volumetric structure for hair
An acceptable approximation of hair self-interaction con-
sists of considering that internal collisions mainly result into
the preservation of hair volume [LK01]. Starting from this
assumption, hair density information is very useful: If the
local density of hair is over a fixed threshold (corresponding
to the maximum quantity of hair that can be contained within
a cell), the hair strands should undergo external forces that
spread them out.
Bertails et al. [BMC05] use a light-oriented voxel grid
to store hair density values. This enables them to effi-
ciently compute both lighting and mechanical interactions
inside the hair volume in real-time. Though very simple, this
method yields convincing interactive results for animated
hair, is very simple to implement, efficient and can easily
be parallelized to increase performance.
More precisely, the volumetric structure used is based on
a 3D light-oriented density map, which combines an opti-
mized volumetric representation of hair with a light-oriented
partition of space. This voxel structure stores the local hair
density in space, computed from the number of guide-strand
segments within a given cell. It is used to approximate the
light attenuation through each cell of the grid: since the cells
are sorted along the light direction, computing the accumu-
lated translucency for each cell through the hair volume be-
comes straightforward.
3.2. Application to hair interaction
At each animation step, all guide-strand are moved to their
new position and the density map is updated. Then, hair self-
collisions are taken into account for the next simulation step
by adding density-based interaction forces where needed: re-
pulsive forces directed from the center to the border of a grid
cell are generated. They are applied to each hair-guide ele-
ment located in a cell whose density if over a threshold. This
threshold value depends on the desired level of hair fuzzi-
ness.
Although this interaction method is extremely simple, it
yields convincing results. In practice, it was tested with
an accordingly simple, yet robust algorithm for animat-
ing the guide-strands: hair is composed of approximately a
hundred wisps, each of which being simulated using three
guide-strands modeled as chains of rigid links. The lat-
ter are animated using a fast and robust but non-accurate
method [vO91]. The rendering technique is a hybrid be-
tween continuum and wisp-based methods: interpolation be-
tween the three guide-strands is used to generate a con-
tinuum of hair inside each deformable wisps. The overall
method results into interactive hair animations that include
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self-interactions as well as self-shadowing, and generate vi-
sually convincing hair volume (see Figure 2). Furthermore,
with this technique, handling hair self-collisions only re-
quires 2.5% of the whole processing time.
Figure 2: Interactive hair self-shadowing processed by ac-
cumulating transmittance values through a light-oriented
voxel grid [BMC05]. (left) Animated smooth hair; (right)
Animated curly hair.
4. Detecting guide-strand interactions
Volumetric methods as the simple solution presented above
are not sufficient for generating high quality animation of
non-smooth hair: two hair wisps of different orientations
may cross each other during motion despite of the volu-
metric forces they undergo. Most hair animation methods
have thus relied on the distance between pairs of guide-
strands or on the penetration between wisps of hair defined
around them for accurately detecting hair self-interactions.
In this chapter, we call these more accurate approaches
guide-strand interactions.
A naive implementation of guide-strand interactions
would lead to O(n2) tests, where n is the total number of
guide-strand segments (or wisp segments) in the hair model.
Following Plante [PCP01], most methods use a pre-detection
based on a regular 3D grid data structure, built around
the character and its hair, to quickly get rid of most non-
intersecting cases. Each grid cell contains a list of hair-guide
elements (or wisp segments) whose bounding box intersects
the cell. At each animation step, the grid is used for quickly
determining a shorter list of segments susceptible to inter-
sect. A mailbox parameter indicates the last time step when
a given pair of such segments has been tested, ensuring that
each pair is tested only once. The 3D grid data structure can
also be used for optimizing collision detection between hair
and the character model: to achieve this, each cell also refer-
ences the polygons of the character model that intersect it.
4.1. Deformable versus cylindrical hair wisps
To account for the complex interactions observed in real hair
during fast motion, Plante et al. represented hair using a
fixed set of deformable, volumetric wisps [PCP01, PCP02].
Figure 3: Elements defining a deformable volumetric
wisp [PCP01].
Each wisp is structured into three hierarchical layers: a
skeleton curve (called here guide-strand) that defines its
large-scale motion and deformation, a deformable volumet-
ric envelope that coats the skeleton and accounts for the de-
formation due to hair interaction within a wisp, and a given
number of hair strands distributed inside the wisp envelope
and which are generated only at the rendering stage (see Fig-
ure 3). More precisely, the deformable sections that shape a
wisp of hair around its guide-strand are animated using 4
1D damped springs, attempting to capture the way a wisp
of hair deforms when its moves and most often comes back
to its initial size at rest. The wisp volume was defined as a
quadratic surface envelop controlled by these cross-sections.
Using such a complex deformable wisp model for the de-
tection of guide-strand interactions proved very time con-
suming: more than 70% of the simulation time was used in
collision detection between hair wisps, despite of the space
grid used to accelerate the process. In total, without taking
hair rendering into account, about 3 hours of computations
were required, in 2001, to compute 3 seconds of animation.
Bertails et al. [BKCN03] introduced an adaptive anima-
tion control structure, called the Adaptive Wisp Tree (AWT),
which enables the dynamic splitting and merging of hair
wisps. The AWT depends on a full hierachical structure for
the hair, which can either be precomputed - for instance us-
ing a hierarchical hairstyle [KN02] - or computed on the
fly. The AWT represents at each time step the wisps seg-
ments (or guide-strand segments) of the hierarchy that are
actually simulated (called active segments). Considering that
hair should always be more refined near the tips than near
the roots, the AWT dynamically splits or merges hair wisps
while always preserving a tree-like structure, in which the
root coincides with the hair roots and the leaves stand for the
hair tips.
In addition to limiting the number of active hair-wisp seg-
ments, one of the key benefits of the AWT for collision de-
tection is that the splitting behavior of the wisps models their
deformation: there is no need for the complex deformable
wisp geometry used in [PCP01]. For collision processing,
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active wisp segments of the AWT are thus represented by
cylinders, which greatly simplifies collision detection tests:
detecting interactions simplifies into detecting the local min-
ima of the distance between guide-strand and comparing its
value to the sum of the wisp radii. With this method, ten sec-
onds of animations could be computed, in 2003, in less than
five minutes.
4.2. Handling curly hair and exploiting temporal
coherence
The Super-Helix model that was recently intro-
duced [BAC∗06] is the first model that accurately simulates
the dynamics of curly hair: unlike previous approaches,
curly hair wisps are not modeled using a straight mass-
spring skeleton around which wavy strands are drawn at
the rendering stage, but are instead accurately modeled
using wavy to fuzzy guide-strands, which have a piece-wise
helical shape. Detecting interactions between such complex
helical guide-strands is indeed more costly.
To handle collisions between hair clumps guided by
Super-Helices in a both accurate and efficient way, our
strategy is based on the two following ideas: 1) the use of
adaptive cylindrical bounding envelopes around each hair
wisp, whose number and size can automatically adapt during
motion, depending on the geometry of the wisp, and 2) the
tracking of the closest points between the skeletons (i.e., the
principal axes) of the bounding cylinders.
Figure 4: Left: The three different adaptive representations for the
bounding volume of a wisp segment. Right: Tracking the pairs of
closest points between the skeletons of guide volumes (for smooth
and curly hair) [Ber06].
1. Adaptive bounding envelopes: the bounding volume of
a helical element Qi of the guide hair strand is composed
of a single, large cylinder if the helix’s spires are tight
enough. In other cases (i.e. for straighter strands), we use
one or two cylinders, oriented along the mean local tan-
gent of the element, to approximate the volume of the
wisp (see Figure 4).
2. Tracking pairs of the closest points: we adapted the
algorithm of Raghupathi et al., originally designed for
detecting self-collisions in long and thin deformable ob-
jects [RCFC03], to the collision detection between guide
hair volumes. Since guide hair volumes are composed of
a set of cylinders, the method amounts to computing min-
imal distances between pairs of segments (the principal
axes of the cylinders), as in [RCFC03]. For each pair of
guide-strands, we first initialize a closest point pair near
the root. At each time step, each closest point pair is up-
dated by letting the closest points slide along the asso-
ciated wisp, from the positions they had at the last time
step. They stop in a location that locally minimizes the
distance between the two wisp volumes. When this dis-
tance is under a threshold, new pairs of points are created
at both sides of the initial pair, to track the possible mul-
tiple local minima. When two closest point pairs slide to
the same location, they are merged together. At each time
step, because of temporal coherence, only very few of
these pairs need to be moved, so advancing them is very
fast. Each time the distance between two guide volumes
is locally smaller than the sum of their radii, collision is
detected.
This algorithm ensures that at least one pair of closest points
is maintained between two guide volumes, while keeping the
number of tracked pairs between guide volumes low (merg-
ing occurs when two different pairs slide towards the same
place). The algorithm has thus a n2 complexity where n is
the number of guide hair strands composing the hairstyle in-
stead of the total number of segments composing hair, as it
would be when using a naive algorithm.
The same adaptive wisp volumes and temporal coherence
technique are used for detecting collisions between the hair
and the body of the character. Distance tests are computed
between segments and spheres, as the body is approximated
by a unions of spheres. Using this technique, we obtained a
total frame rate of only 3 seconds per frame for a dynamic
hair style composed of a hundred of guide hair strands, in-
cluding self-interactions and interactions with the body.
5. Response to guide-strand interactions
As already mentioned hair is a very soft and light material.
Seen as a whole, it deforms rather than bouncing when it
collides with a relatively rigid obstacle such as the charac-
ter’s body. Indeed, hair self-collisions should be very soft as
well, and result into frictional rather than bouncing behav-
iors. Therefore, response to guide-strands interactions have
been modeled using soft penalty forces together with friction
forces.
5.1. Anisotropic response in wisp-based methods
As noted by Plante et al. [PCP01, PCP02], accounting for
collisions between hair wisps is fairly different from mod-
elling collisions between standard deformable bodies. Wisps
are highly anisotropic, since they are just a virtual represen-
tation for a group of hair strands. While two perpendicular
colliding wisps should be compressed in order to avoid in-
tersection, interpenetration can be allowed between neigh-
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bouring wisps moving roughly in the same plane. In conse-
quence, the authors proposed an anisotropic model for the
interactions between hair wisps: Wisps of similar orienta-
tions are mostly submitted to viscous friction and penetrate
each other, whereas wisps of different orientations actually
collide in a very dissipative way.
Figure 5: The layered wisp model [PCP01] (right) captures
both continuities and discontinuities observed in real long
hair motion (left).
As illustrated in Figure 5, this approach yields convinc-
ing results, even for fast motions: the model adequately cap-
tures the discontinuities that can be observed in long, thick
hair, preserves hair volume and prevents crossing between
hair wisps. Nevertheless, the high number of contacts that
needed to be computed between the different wisps at rest
caused some noticeable artifacts such as unstabilities when
hair comes to rest.
The previous anisotropic collision response model was
re-used and improved by the Adaptive Wisp Tree (AWT)
method [BKCN03]: an AWT implicitly models some of the
mutual hair interactions, since neighboring wisps with sim-
ilar motions merge, thus efficiently yet robustly mimicking
the static friction in real hair. This merging behavior also
avoids subsequent collision processing between these wisps,
thus increasing efficiency as well as gaining stability from
the reduced number of primitives. Typically, an AWT simu-
lation starts with a reduced number of hair wisps. While the
character moves, these wisps refine where and when needed
(see Figure 6), to merge again as soon as they can. When the
character is back at rest, the simulation eventually ends up a
single large hair wisps. This totally avoids the local unstabil-
ities noted in previous approaches.
5.2. Setting up realistic penalty and friction forces
The recent work on Super-Helices tackled the problem of
setting up more accurate response forces between interacting
guide-strands [BAC∗06]. Interactions between guide-hairs,
and between hair and external objects (such as the body) are
performed through penalty forces which include a normal
elastic response together with a tangential friction force.
As in [Dur04], the normal penalty force is stabilized
thanks to a quadratic regularization for small penetrations.
Figure 6: Left: The structure of an AWT at a given anima-
tion step. Most of the parent wisps (in red) have split into
medium-size wisps (in green), which eventually have split
into small ones (in white). Right: Rendering of the same
frame [BKCN03].
From a regularization depth δreg (arbitrarily chosen), the nor-
mal reaction force RN exerted between the two closest points






if (gap ≤ 0) RN = 0
if (0 ≤ gap ≤ δreg) RN = kc gap
2
2δreg nc
else RN = kc (gap−
δreg
2 )nc
where nc is the unitary vector giving the direction of colli-
sion (calculated as the cross product of the vectors defining
the two closest segments), and kc an arbitrary constant value.
Figure 7: Angle θ between the fiber orientation and its rela-
tive velocity w.r.t the external object in contact with the fiber.
To simulated friction between wisps in contact or friction
with an obstacle, the method extends viscous friction law
in [CK05], defined as :
RT = −ν (vrel − (vrel.nc)nc)
To account for the oriented scales covering individual hair
fibers, the friction coefficient ν is multiplied by a sine func-
tion to account for the orientation of hair fibers with re-
spect to their sliding motion over the external object: ν =
ν0 (1+ sin(θ/2)), where angle θ is defined in Figure 7.
The parameters of interaction forces, as well as the other
parameters of the Super-Helices model, can be set up using
the actual study of real wisps of hair: The friction parame-
ter ν0 between hair and a given material is directly adjusted
from real observations of sliding contacts between the hair
clump and the material.
As Figures 8 and 9 show, the Super-Helices model results
in realistic simulations which can be compared side by side
with videos of real hair in motion.
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Figure 8: Validation of the friction model in [BAC∗06] on a sliding
motion of a smooth (left) and curly (right) hair clump over different
kinds of material (left: wooden surface, right: cotton).
Figure 9: Comparison between a real full head of hair and
the model based on interacting Super-Helices [BAC∗06], on
a head shaking motion (straight and clumpy hair type).
6. Conclusion
As we have shown, processing hair interactions requires a
dedicated set of methods, due to the very specific nature
of the hair material. Impressive advances were made in the
last six years, from the first models able to handle hair self-
collisions to efficient, robust and even partly validated meth-
ods. This chapter has detailed several specific solutions that
range from the use of a volumetric approach when a very
quick solution is required to realistic models that still keep
the computational load to an acceptable rate.
In spite of all these advances, there still remains very chal-
lenging issues in the modeling of hair self-interactions: these
interactions are indeed the origin of the complex collective
behavior of hair. Especially they cause hair to group into
clusters during motion; this phenomenon has never been ac-
counted before (except in very simplified models, such as the
AWT), as previous models usually assume that hair granular-
ity is fixed by the number of simulated guide-strands. More-
over, hair interactions vary a lot according to external con-
ditions such as moisture (wet hair being the extreme case),
combing, or the use of cosmetic products. Lastly, hair tribo-
electricity has never been modelled in an accurate way.
Future research should include attempts to make volumet-
ric methods such as the one presented in section 3 more ac-
curate at low cost, by taking local hair directional distribu-
tion into account while setting up the response force. The ap-
proaches that seek for realism should probably extract the in-
ternal damping inside a hair wisp from the preliminary study
of hair chunks actually modeled using a full set of interact-
ing hair strands. This study should also bring more accurate
criteria for splitting a wisp into sub-wisps or merging them,
and could help characterizing the number of hair guides re-
quired according to the natural curliness and smoothness of
a given hair type.
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